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ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

KINSHIP ANALYSIS : 
METHODS, RESULTS, AND THE SIRIONO 
DEMONSTRATION CASE 

A likely exarnple of 'cultural devolution', the Sirionó hunters and 
gatherers of Bolivia were best known for the whistle-talk they have 
developed until Needham (1962) drew attention to their kinship system, 
which he cited as a rare case of matrilineal prescriptive alliance. His 
interpretation was subsequently weakened as it becarne clear that there 
is no evidence in the Sirionó ethnography (Holmberg 1950) for social 
correlates which are an essential part of the 'prescriptive alliance' scheme 
(Needham 1962, 1964). 

-Meanwhile Scheffler and Lounsbury had chosen the Sirionó system 
as the demonstration case for a new approach to kinship, called 'trans- 
formational analysis', which aims to discover the underlying cognitive 
structure of the system through semantic analysis. The Sirionó case 
study (1971) contrasted the results of this method with the failure of 
Needharn's model; and since prescriptive alliance theory itself is Need- 
ham's modified version of Lévi-Strauss' kinship theory (which I will 
cal1 'structural' theory), the case seemed to vindicate their semantic 
approach where 'structuralism' had already proved inadequate. 

The purpose of this paper is to compare Lévi-Strauss' general kinship 
theory (1949) to the transformational analysis, through an application 
to the Sirionó system. I will try to show that the two approaches are 
incompatible - both cannot be valid - but that structural theory 
allows the Sirionó system to be understood as: 1)  simpler than Scheffler 
and Lounsbury make it; 2)  based on universal rather than culture- 
bound principles; 3)  less paradoxical in its social setting than Needharn 
suggests; and 4)  less anomalous in its ethnographic context than it 
seems when it is labelled 'asymmetric prescnptive alliance'. 

l To do this I will outline the basic premises of structural kinship 
theory, sketch the interpretation of Sirionó kinship which follows from 
them, and compare this in some detail to the transformational analysis. 
Finally I will try to place the Sirionó system in historica1 perspective 

I 
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2 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

by applying a similar analysis to the kinship systems of linguistically 
related tribes. 

I. STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES 

The  Universal Structure of Kinship 

In Lévi-Strauss' theory (1949), kinship and marriage are treated 
together as systems of reciprocity. Marriage is a fonn of exchange, and 
every kinship system embodies the principle of reciprocity through its 
definition of incest. 

The underlying structure of such systems is more apparent in the 
context of economics (the "balanced" reciprocity defined by Sahlins). 
I t  is clear that exchange among individuals must relate more than one 
party or there could be no. transfer. The Same holds true when several 
individuals stand in a solidaxy relation, sharing in corporate ownership: 
passage of property among them constitutes informal sharing without 
official consequences for the system; formal exchange can take place 
only where the parties function as distinct from one another. 

The fint requirement for any system of reciprocity, then, is to 
differentiate persons in a solidary relation of sharing from those who 
are counted distinct for exchange transactions. However flexible this 
line may be in practice, solidarity and formal exchange must be kept 
mutually exclusive principles if the system is to remain ordered. 

To say that kinship and marriage form a system of reciprocity means 
that this same opposition is crucial. Every kinship system must differ- 
entiate the relations which imply solidarity (here too expressed as a 
sharing, of 'blood' or substance) from those which imply distinctness 
( a  precondition for marriage as the analogue of formal exchange). 

The dichotomies which structure systems of reciprocity can be re- 
presented as follows: 

self (solidarity) ..................................... (sharing) 
f: giving ) 

other (distinctness) ...... (conjunction) ...... (exchange: 
receiving) 

f: 
(disjunction) 

This arrangement is the underlying cognitive and operational struc- 
ture of kimhip. 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 

Elementary and Complex Systems 

The two polar types of kinship system, "elementary" and "complex", 
are defined by the way they count genealogical relatives as solidary 
or distinct. 

Complex systems, like our own, function to disperse marriage beyond 
a range of kinship already established. Genealogical connection of any 
kind is ground for attributing solidarity; lack of relationship is the 
precondition for marriage. A criterion of genealogical proxirnity sorts 
relatives who are 'more' related from those 'less' related, who may then 
function as non-relatives. The identifying characteristic of a complex 
system, then, is a negative marriage rule operating in terms of genea- 
logical proximity. 

The Western ideology of 'shared blood' is a restatement of complex 
kinship principles: blood sharing (solidarity) follows from any genea- 
logical connection, but in arnounts which dirninish with each step of 
genealogical removal. 

Elementary systems, to the contrary, function to maintain a pattern 
of relationship within the circle where it is already established: the 
elementary system is a formula for relative-marriage. The line between 
'solidary' and 'distinct' here falls within the genealogy as a dichotomy 
of cross from parallel relatives. Regardless of distance, individuals k 

function alike if they hold equivalent positions in the established pat- 
tern: between children of equivalent parents (e.g., children of brothers, 
or of sisters) there is no divergence, while the children of brother and 
sister are radically distinct because the marriage of a woman and of 
a man have opposite significante in the pattern of reciprocity. The 
identifying characteristic of an elementary system, then, is a positive 
marriage rule operating in terms of relationship type. 

Kinship and Genealogy 

Structural theory thus postulates that a formula of reciprocity is the 
basis for reckoning genealogical connections into meaningful kinship 
positions. In our own system, degrees of collateral removal are an es- 
sential principle because they mediate the key terms 'related'/'unrelated'. 
Given a different formula of reciprocity, the elementary systerns order 
genealogy by the cross/parallel dichotomy instead. Neither way, in fact, 
is 'natuial'. 

But other anthropologists, including Scheffler and Lounsbury, see 
no way to order genealogical connections except by the complex formula. 
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4 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

For them, a system not governed by collateral removal cannot be really 
a 'kinship' system based on genealogical ties, but must refer to status 
of some other kind such as membership in descent groups. 

Kinship and Descent 

While the Same image of 'shared blood' can be used to express the 
solidarity of lineal descent groups, neither system of kinship reckonine; 
is isomorphic with - or directly derived from - lineal organization. 

The different function of the sexes for tracing kinship links in an 
elementary system follows directly when the formula of reciprocity is 
applied to order a system of relative-maniage: the idea does not have 
to be present independently as a mode of tracing descent, and does not 
in itself imply that any continuity of descent 'lines' through male or 
female wil1 figure in social organization or ideology. 

Lévi-Strauss initially associated elementary kinship with lineal descent 
exclusively, which he believed was nearly universal in primitive society 
(1949) ; in a later edition he has reaffirmed this connection while ack- 
nowledging that the ethnographic picture is more diverse (1969, p. 106). 

The association may be valid in a general developmental scheme. But 
formally it is not a necessary one; and because it does not always hold 
in specific cases - particularly in areas which have experienced rapid 
change or disorganization - a clear analytica1 distinction is important. 

Formally, elementary kinship is intelligible without referente to 
principles of another order; functionally, it can articulate with social 
structure in more than one way. Like complex kinship, it is found both 
in the presence and the absence of lineal organization. 

Prescription and Preference 

Organized around relative-marnage, elementary kinship logically re- 
quires no 'unrelated' category; in principle it could operate as a closed 
system. Terminologies like the Sirionó imply such closure by merging 
affinal and genealogical positions. Formally they are self-contained; in 
reality marriages between unrelated partners do occur and are assimi- 
lated to the established pattern post-facto. 

Closure of terminology is important in prescriptive alliance theory, 
transforming the marriageable relative into a universal marriageable 
'social category' (Needham 1962); these "prescriptive" systems are 
treated apart from other elementary systems. For structural theory, the 
principles involved in both cases are similar. 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 

Symmetrie and Asymmetrie Systems 

Complex systems, whose criterion for marriage is lack of relationship, 
do not formulate positive marriage patterns in kinship terms. Elementary 
systems do, and the pattern may be described as symmetric or asym- 
metric. A syrnmetric system relates cross-relatives through exchange 
without further distinction; an asyrnrnetric system subdivides exchange 
into mutually exclusive operations of giving and receiving. The previous 
direction of marriage is reflected in a distinction between matrilateral 
and patrilateral relatives: where the precedent must be followed, the 
pattern is matrilateral cross-cousin marriage. 

11. SIRIONO KINSHIP: STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

Once the distinction between elementary and complex kinship organi- 
zation is observed, the forma1 analysis of Sirionó kinship is straight- 
forward. The rule of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage (a  positive rule 
operating in terms of relationship type) identifies the Sirionó as an 
elementary system with an asyrnrnetric formula of reciprocity. Ter- 
minology (see Fig. 1, p. 21) can be understood as a reflection of the 
major dichotomies involved in asyrnmetric reciprocity. 

Terminology in the speaker's and adjacent generations applies one 
set of terms to parallel relatives (éru/ézi : edidi, anóNge) and a different 
set to cross-relatives (ári/ámi : akwáni/akwanindu, yánde) . This contrast 
follows the main line of division in elementary kinship. 

The asymmetrie marriage rule irnplies a subdivision between matri- 
lateral and patrilateral cross-relatives. This distinction is not maintained 
in the vocabulary; it is recognized, however: 

a )  in drawing the cross/parallel dichotomy to treat children of mar- 
riageable cross-cousins like own children, children of the non- 
marriageable cross-cousin as cross-relatives; 

b) in use of the senior:junior cross-relative terms between cross- 
cousins, marking the relation as asymmetric; 

c)  in the term yánde, which applies between marriageable cross- 
cousins only (mMBD : wFZS) . 

Terms for the second ascending generation (ári/ámi) are the same 
used for cross-relatives, and their reciprocals (áka, akwáni/akwanindu) 
may be related (Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971 ) . Terminology is thus 
built on the single contrast between the parallel relative terms (éru/ézi: 
edidi, anóNge) and al1 other relations, whether set off by opposition 
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6 ROBERT c. BRUMBAUGH 

or by vertical removal. This arrangement seems incongruous when the 
system is dexribed in terms of descent lines which maintain continuous 
solidarity through many generations (Needham 1962, 1964). An alter- 
native way to visualize the dynamics of cross and parallel relationship 
is this model offered by a Tamil speaker for his own (Dravidian) system. 
Parents, originally unlike in kinship, converge in the farnily which is a 
unit of kinship solidarity. As brothers diverge from sisters on marriage, 
this unit divides in the next generation in two lines, each of which can 
be followed into the formation of a new farnily unit: 

Conceptualized this way, each parallel relation refers to a position 
in families which are structurally equated as units. This is not to say 
that Sirionó would offer precisely the Same model, but something like 
it would seem more compatible with their terminology. 

Sirionó terminology is closed' in that it has no distinct set of affinal 
terms. This is what defines it as a "prescriptive" rather than a "prefer- 
ential" system, though the difference is not in the marriage rule (Sirionó 
in fact tend to draw their pattern tight by favoring the closest available 
relative of the proper type, a characteristic associated with preferential 
systems). The actual difference is that in marriage to a non-relative, 
in-laws are assigned relative status as if the marriage had conformed to 
type. The effect of this is modified, however, in the Sirionó social context. 

Sirionó kinship, then, is an elementary system based on asymmetric 
reciprocity. The one peculiar feature of its terminology is the way it 
contrives to express a subdivision of the cross-relatives with deficient 
vocabulary, and I wil1 come back to this point. I have tned to show 
here that the terminology reflects the division of relatives in a system 
ordered by asymmetric reciprocity and that given this, it is not difficult 
to understand. 
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K I N S H I P  A N A L Y S I S  

Social Correlates 

The striking feature of Sirionó organization is a high degree of endo- 
gamy. Generally marriage takes place within the band, co-resident most 
of the year in a single longhouse (matrilocality here refers to groupings 
in different sections of the house). Different bands do not maintain 
structured relations with one another; kinship ties established through 
out-marriage are not important and are soon forgotten (Holmberg 1950). 

Knowing that kinship operates to order relations within the endoga- 
mous band (i.e., a closed group of intermarrying relatives), we could 
predict an elementary kinship system. 

We might also expect a terminology merging genealogical and affinal 
relatives, who would al1 be the Same people anyway. Restriction of 
marriage to the circle of relatives would favor closure of terminology 
in the Same way that expansion of kinship society-wide through moiety 
or other arrangements does; in this case the closed terminology corres- 
ponds to a literally closed marriage system. This feature of the ter- 
minology may have another function also: if bands commonly splinter 
and fuse, it would speed up the internal organization of new communities. 

Sirionó marriage does not have the functions which explain asym- 
metnc alliance in Needham's model; in this situation, demographic 
considerations seem likely to be more important. 

At first it seems that the asymmetric stt-ucture would restrict marriage 
options in a way the Sirionó cannot afford; but this is only true if the 
system is applied to create three uniform band subdivisions, which 
Holmberg does not mention. More flexible ways of applying the system 
can be imagined, but they cannot be demonstrated from the ethno- 
graphy: Holmberg was not prirnarily concerned with problems of social 
structure and does not fully specify how the system worked out in 
practice. 

This leaves an unanswered question; but so far as it goes the infor- 
mation given includes nothing bewildering (Needham 1964, 1971 ) or 
incompatible with the structural analysis (Scheffler and Lounsbury 1971). 

As the 'denota' for each kinship word in his list, Holmberg gives a 
series of genealogical specifications (see Fig. 2, p. 2 2 ) ;  these are what 
the transformational analysis operates on. The way the structural 
analysis interprets these denota requires some specific comment, because 
transformational analysis does not treat them in the Same way. 
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8 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

I t  has been pointed out that elementary kinship observes a cross/ 
parallel dichotomy instead of the complex system's distinctions of 
genealogical removal; it does not differentiate positions which function 
alike in its pattern. The Sirionó system has been analyzed as a matri- 
lateral cross-cousin marriage system whose terminology assimilates every 
marriage to type. Three propositions about Sirionó kinship reckoning 
follow from these observations: 

1. Children of like parents are equivalent; 

2. Marriages of like men, or like women, are equivalent; 

3. Every marriage is treated as a marriage between a man and his 
matrilateral cross-cousin. 

I t  is obvious that each kinship position by this system of reckoning 
wil1 appear several times in the 'denotata', traced through links of 
varying kind and nurnber. For example, B = FBS = FFBSS by propo- 
sition # 1; and WB = MBS by proposition # 3. These three propositions 
of Sirionó kinship reckoning can be compared to Holmberg's denotata 
to determine how many distinct kinship positions each word really 
covers. When this is done: 

The term yánde refers to only one position for each sex, identified 
in various ways (W = WZ = mMBD : H = HB = FZS). 

Each term of the parallel set refers to a single position, equivalent 
to F (éru) ,  M (éri), C (edidi), and B/Z (anóNge) as the closest ! 
examples of each type. 

But the other terms (ári/ámi:akwanindu/akwáni, áka) cover more 
than one kinship position. These are grouped in contrast to the parallel 
set and in this way are alike, but they are not at al1 equivalent. For 
example, ámi denotata MB, MBS, FF, HF are not the Same position 
by Sirionó reckoning. Each position in turn is of course represented 
by several denotata in Holmberg's list, for example ámi denotata 
FMBS = MMZS = MFBS = WF = MB. 

So any two 'denotata' listed for a word may identify two kinship 
positions covered by the term, or they may be alternative descriptions 
of a single meaningful position. The transformational analysis does not 
take any account of this difference, but treats al1 denotata alike. 

111. SIRIONO KINSHIP: TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS 

Where structural analysis begins with the premise that Sirionó (and 
all) kinship is organized around an internal formula of reciprocity, 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 9 

transformational analysis begins with the premise that Sirionó (and all) 
kinship is organized around the distinction of close from distant relatives. 
In other words, the Skionó system is treated as a complex system which 
unaccountably merges very dissimilar relatives in its terminology. 

The object of transformational analysis is to account for these mer- 
gings by formulating the most economical set of 'extension rules' capable 
of linking al1 Holmberg's denotata to the 'prirnary meaning' of each 
word (i.e., the closest position specified). These rules, and instructions 
for applying them, constitute the transformational analysis. 

I t  is possible to describe what these transformation rules are doing 
in structural terms, by comparing them to the three propositions about 
Sirionó kinship reckoning already stated : 

A. Some rules simply describe particular features of the terminology: 

The Ancestor Rule: allows grandparent terms to be used for more remote 
ancestors. 

Rule 6: The Seniority Rule: "Let ego's FZC as designated kinsman be 
regarded as having SENIOR GENERATIONAL STATUS, and conversely, 
let ego's MBC as designated kinsman be regarded as having JUNIOR 
GENERATIONAL STATUS'. 

B. Some rules link positions which are equivalent by Sinonó reck- 
oning. These are specific instances of the three propositions: 

Rule 2: The MBD-FZS Spouse Equation Rule: (mMBD + mW) : (wFZS 
4 WH).  This would follow from proposition # 3. 

Rule 4: The Half-Sibling Rule: (ES + B; MS +B; FD + Z; MD + Z).  
This would follow from proposition # 1 or # 2. 
Rule 5: The Step-Kin Rule: (FW 4 M) = (wHC -r C) ; (MH 4 F) = 
(mWC + MC). This would follow from proposition # 1 or # 2. 

Rule 8: The Opposite-Sex Sibling Rule: (wB + wFS) = (mZ + mFD) ; 
(mZ +mMD) = (WB +wMS). This would follow from proposition 
# l or # 2. 
Rule 9: The Opposite-Sex Parent-Child Rule: (wS 4 wHS) = (mM -t 
mFW). This would follow from proposition # 2 or # 1. 

Rule 3: The Same-Sex Sibling Merging Rule: (mB + m) ; (wZ 4 Z).  
This also follows from proposition # 1, but here a different interpretation 
is put on it. Brother and sister are not equivalent for tracing kinship links: 
in the structural analysis, because the sex difference changes the signific- 
ante of their marnage; in the transformational analysis, because a kinship 
difference between them is inferred. 

So far the two analyses run 'parallel. If each word referred to one 
kinship position recognized in the structural analysis they might remain 
parallel throughout. But the cross-relative set denotata refer to more 
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1 0 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

than one position. Transformational analysis treats these words like the . 

rest: denotata can be linked in any order, but must al1 denve as 

economically as possible from a single ' ~ r i m a r ~  meaning'. The primary 
meaning chosen for these words is 'grandparent : grandchild'. This 
suggests patterns with no counterpart in the structural analysis. 

C. Therefore, some rules cannot be related to the structural 
description : 

Rule 7 :  (mWB + wB) = (mZH -r mZ) ; (wHZ + wZ) = (wBW -t \VB). 

Rule 1 :  T h e  Parallel Transmission Rule: (mS 4 m) = (mF -+ m) ; 
(wD -r w) = (wM -t w). This mle must be qualified, ". . . this rule is 
already somewhat restricted in range of effectiveness by the requirement 
that, e.g., a man's son is to be equated with that man himself only where 
that man is a linking kinsman. I t  should be obvious that ego does not 
always identify himself with his father even when his father is being con- 
sidered as a linking kinsman . . . (p. 1 1  1 ) ." 
Scheffler and Lounsbury take this mle to show a cognitive assimilation 
of positions, apparent where FZ 'follows' FM in the terminology, and MB 
'follows' MF. They do not have a clear case here, since FM and MF are 
grouped with MM and FF: these positions, but not FZ or MB, share the 
recipropal áka. 

Rule 10: Auxiliary of the Spouse-Equation Rule: (mFZD 4 mZ) = 
(wMBS -t wB) ; (wMBS 4 wB) = (mFZS -+ mZ). Rule 10 also works 
only when restricted. One reason it works at  al1 is that neither the sibling 
nor the indicated cross-cousin is marriageable, but this presupposes the 
marriage rule. 

Results 

Formally, structural and transformational analysis offer accounts of 
the system whose details are different and not reconcilable, while the 
genera1 assessment they provide is just reversed. 

Starting from the premise that kinship reckons genealogical ties 
according to a formula of reciprocity, structural analysis proposes an 
initial difference between our own system and the Sirionó in the way 
this is done. Given this difference, Sirionó kinship can be understood 
in terms of familiar concepts. 

Transformational analysis assumes an initial similarity between our 
own system and the Sirionó. From that point on, however, the principles 
it attnbutes to Sirionó kinship are alien ones, specific to Sirionó 'culture'. 
They exist, presumably, in the minds of the Sirionó, for the authors 
grant "no utility to a psychologically or cognitively unreal model 
(p. 137)"; but they do not exist in the minds of other people, or make 
sense which we could understand. 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 

Social Correlates 

To demonstrate the practica1 value of their analysis, Scheffler and 
Lounsbury offer to succeed where Needham has failed: "To conclude 
this matter, we may point out that it is not necessary to posit a system 
of asyrnmetric alliance between descent groups in order to give a reason- 
able and satisfactory account of the matrilateral cross-cousin marriage 
prescription of the Sirionó (p. 178) ." 

Consistent with their approach to the terminology, Scheffler and 
Lounsbury propose genealogical distance as the Sirionó criterion for 
marriageability, explaining that 'distance' is not what it seems: relatives 
are ''treated.. . as though cross-cousins were more distant kin than 
parallel cousins when 'in fact' they are equally close or distant. But 
'close' or 'distant' are matters for cultural definition (p. 172) ." 

Concluding that MBD is the 'most distant' of al1 four cousins, 
Scheffler and Lounsbury fee1 they have explained the marriage rule. 
But they are still left with the embarrassment that ". . . the man's MBD 
satisfies the essential conditions for 'kinship distance', and that further 
increments do not really increase this in their view, or else are irrelevant 
(p. 177);" while no number of genealogical steps removal is sufficient 
to make relatives of the other kinds 'distant enough'. 

There is some doubt whether this is an adequate explanation, hut the 
first question is how it was derived from the transformational analysis. 

Explaining that the extensionist approach allows them to recognize 
's~bcate~orical distinctions', the authors suggest that the relation between 
siblings of the Same sex differs from that between siblings of opposite 
sex in 'both kind and degree'. "In any event, this is the net effect of 
the Same-Sex Sibling Merging Rule (p. 174) ." 

As stated above, this is not the only interpretation of the Same-Sex 
Sibling Merging Rule. The different significance of marriage for each 
sex in an elementary system can account for the Same pattern and still 
accommodate solidarity between brother and sister. 'Blood' ideology has 
found various ways to express this unity and divergence, like the Daribi 
theory (Wagner 1967) that each sex transmits a specific 'substance': 
receiving the substance of each parent, brother and sister are identical; 
yet each transmits the opposite one and their children share nothing. 
Identity of brother and sister is therefore compatible with Rule 3, and 
fits better with the lack of sex distinction under the term anóNge. But 
this would make it irnpossible to show that MBD is the most distant 
cousin. 
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12 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

Given that brother and sister are unlike in their kinship position, the 
Parallel-Transmission Rule (Rule 1) is brought to bear: 

"Now if male ego is 'like' and covertly equivalent to his father, and if his 
FZD is 'like' and covertly equivalent to her mother, then by implication 
the genealogical relationship of a man to his FZD is also in some significant 
way 'like' and covertly equivalent to that of a man to his sister (p. 175) ." 

This 'likeness' of sister- and FZD was in fact present al1 dong in 
Rule 10, but already as a correlate of the marriage rule. And since the 
structural analysis includes no principle equivalent to the Parallel- 
Transmission Rule, the system. of covert equivalence drawn from the 
transfoxmation rules would not appear valid in any respect. 

However, two items of empirica1 support are adduced for these covert 
equivalences: a report of similar beliefs from "one of the provinces of 
South China", and Holmberg's note on the 'incest taboo'. 

The authors quote Holmberg for what they take as confirmation: 

"In addition to these taboos [i.e., 'nuclear family except spouse, al1 those 
classified with nuclear family members, al1 children of yande'] the fol- 
lowing relatives are also incestuous: grandparent:grandchild, parent-in-law 
and child-in-law, uncle and niece, aunt and nephew, a woman and her 
MBS, and a man and his FZD." (Holmberg 1950, cited with italics by 
Scheffler and Lounsbury, p. 175.) 

But sexual restrictions here simply follow the marriage rule; every 
relative except the yánde appears in Holmberg's list, This shows the 
non-marriageable cross-cousin to be 'like' a sibling only in the Same way 
that every other non-marriageable relative is like a sibling. 

Final confirmation is sought in the case of a South Chinese province, 
where Kulp reported that marriage with the FZD is 'taboo because 
of the traditional attitude that the boy has only his father's blood and 
the girl has only her mother's blood' (Kulp 1925, p. 168; quoted p. 175). 
This is just the belief that Scheffler and Lounsbury have suggested for 
the Sirionó. 

But we learn also in the Same quote that "the mother has the blood 
of her brother's son, because the latter, being a son, has the blood of 
his father. . . ." 

There is a problem here. If the mother shares the blood of her 
brother, siblings share blood and the asyrnmetry of cross-cousins dis- 
appears. But if siblings do not share blood, then the mother does. not 
share blood with her brother and his son: there is no sharing with 
either cross-cousin, and again the asymmetry disappears. 

This is probably not the ethnographer's error. Kulp's informants 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 13 

clearly intended to justify their marriage rule, whose place in a wider 
system they did not see, by extending the rationale against sibling incest 
just to the forbidden cross-cousin. The required conclusion can only be 
reached by invoking contradictory principles at each stage of the argu- 
ment - but no matter. This is what Lévi-Strauss calls a 'conscious model', 
whose purpose is to 'validate or rationalize, but is not to explain'. 

The system of covert equivalence which in the end Scheffler and 
Lounsbury cal1 'distance' does not wholly escape the Same contradiction. 
But there is a more fundamentai objection: it is less acceptable now 
than it was when Kulp wrote in 1925 to cite folkloristic beliefs as the 
factors determining social organization ("marriage with the FZD is 
taboo because of the traditional attitude that . . ."). I t  is less acceptable 
still to invent odd beliefs for a people, and then invoke these to explain 
their odd behavior. 

IV. RESuLTS 

Needham's asyrnrnetric prescriptive alliance model was drawn from the 
type of social structure in which localized patrilineages maintain formal 
ties through unidirectionai exchange of women; such systems are likely 
to have asyrnmetric elementary kinship with closed terminology. 

A result of endogamy, Sirionó terminology is also closed and allows 
it to be classified as 'prescriptive alliance'. Needharn assumed that the 
matrilocal Sixionó must maintain a system of ties among matrilineages 
as the counterpart of patrilineal, patrilocal systems he had analyzed 
(1961, 1962). As it appeared they did not, Needham tried to expand 
his model to accommodate relations among 'de facto' matrilineages with- 
out corporate identity or function, but came finally to posit a dichotomy 
between the real system and its ideal representation (1964, 1971). 

The original prescriptive alliance model, then, included some ex- 
planation of the marriage system in terms of its smid function, but 
did not apply to the Sirionó. The substitute explanation offered by 
Scheffler and Lounsbury, on the other hand, was wholly ideological: 
having discovered a correspondence between the marriage rule and 
patterns in the kinship terminology, they suggested that these patterns 
are associated with blood superstitions or feelings of closeness which 
cause the marriage rule. 
This reasoning is only possibly because Scheffler and Lounsbury do 

not see any intrinsic connection between kinship reckoning and marriage. 
Structural analysis assumes this correspondence from the beginning; but 
when the two are seen as interdependent parts of a single arrangement, 
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14 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

the patterns of kinship reckoning or the feelings associated with them 
cannot be said to cause the marriage rule (which in practice may be 
the first to change). The transformational analysis, then, has not really 
provided a substitute for the kind of explanation that Needham tried 
to give. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Traditionally, kinship theory has tended to work from the assumption 
that our way of tracing kinship is the natural one. One effort, then, to 
explain systems which ignore genealogical distance while tracing links 
differently through male and female has been to refer to a prior idea 
of lineal descent, which creates solidary groups through exclusive status 
transmission in one line. Something similar continues in the prescriptive 
alliance model, which directly refers features of elementary kinship to 
lineal descent and cannot represent them in any other way. Needham 
warns that "a lineal terminology does not entail a lineal rule of descent", 
but interprets this as a lack of fit between the kinship terminology and 
social organization (1971, p. 19). Scheffler and Lounsbury, on the other 
hand, believe that the Sirionó really do have a kinship system like ours 
which has been secondarily distorted through the transformational 
operations. 

Each of these theories has tried to remain strictly empirical. Prescrip- 
tive alliance theory, unlike stmctural theory, considers only systems 
with closed terminology in order to give an analysis in terms of cor- 
related social arrangements; but the advantage is lost when these 
arrangements prove to be only 'ideal'. Scheffler and Lounsbury on the 
other hand have attempted a sort of mental empiricism whose obser- 
vable data are words, but at the risk of falling back on ethnocentric 
assumptions, since there is no formula which can move automatically 
from a set of terms to a pattern of relations. 

Lévi-Strauss' theory seems able to take some of the mystery out of the 
study of kinship, giving a statement of its universa1 principles, allowing 
specific cases to be analyzed in context, and helping to understand its 
origin in the evolution of structured reciprocity in hurnan society. The 
principles I have taken from this work concerning the general nature 
of kinship and the distinction between complex and elementary forms 
of organization obviously do not represent the full range of Lévi-Strauss' 
work on kinship, but I have tried to show what follows from them alone. 

These minimal principles constitute a model showing how features 
of kinship and marriage are related to each other, which does not 
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KINSHIP ANALYSIS 15 

describe any system but can be applied to the analysis of al1 systems. I t  
covers a very limited range of questions, given that kinship, descent, 
residence, and other social institutions function together as a whole. But 
trying to cover too much at  once in an initia1 model wil1 finally obscure 
the essential features. 

I 

The Sirionó offer a case in point. They are not what Needham 
expected; they do not exemplify the association of generalized exchange 
and harmonic regime which Lévi-Strauss suggests, and in view of their 
probable history it is unlikely that they exemplify any very orderly line 
of social development. But their kinship system is not out of place in 
its social context, and it operates on the same principles as al1 other 

, kinship. Seen in terms of Lévi-Strauss' theory, Sirionó kinship does not 
appear to be a disguised version of our own (as Scheffler and Lounsbury 
assume), nor a different idea entirely (as Needham has concluded) ; the 
two are different applications of the same idea. 

VI. ORIGIN OF THE SIRION6 SYSTEM 

I The two features of Sirionó terminology least obviously related to its 
present structure are the bilateral significance of cross-relative terms 

l 

and the expression of cross-cousin asymmetry by generation skewing. 
Shapiro (1968) observed that the same skewing, raising on the patri- 

lateral side, would result from the practice of sister's daughter marriage 
(marriage of a man to his sister's daughter). Shapiro tried to make the 
Sirionó terminology fit this marriage pattern by eliminating some of 
its terms - so many, in fact, that he ended by describing the system 
as 'monadic'. The original observation is interesting, however, because 
there is a special structural relationship between sister's daughter mar- 
riage and matrilateral cross-cousin marriage. 

I would like to end this paper, then, with some speculation about 
the origin of the Sirionó kinship system. The structural analysis can be 
applied to this if the system is viewed not in the taxonomie context of 
"prescriptive alliance systems" but in its historica1 context, with the kin- 
ship systems of linguistically related tribes. These are the Tupi-guarani. 

Survey of Tupian Kinship 

The Tupi-guarani are swidden agriculturalists of the South Arnerican 
lowlands, whose nucleus seems to be the inland region south of the 
Arnazon (Lathrap 1968). When Europeans arrived, they found Tupian 
tribes in the process of fighting their way out of the interior: messianic 
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16 ROBERT C. BRUMBAUGH 

movements had spread Tupi-guarani speakers the length of the Brazilian 
caast and up int0 Paraguay, searching for the mythical "terre sans mal" 
(Métraux 1927). 

Of tribes remaining in the interior, many (like the Tupi-Kawahib, 
Parintintín, Carnayúra, Aueti) are patrilocal, which MacDonald (1965) 
considers the aboriginal residence fonn. These tribes share, wherever it 
has been described, a common kinship arrangement (symmetric elemen- 
tary organization) . 

There are three marriage options in these systems (Oberg 1953; 
Lévi-Strauss 1948). The two cross-cousins are preferred partners; less 
significant, the sister's daughter is a possible partner excluded neither 
by elementary kinship reckoning nor by the patrilineal descent principle 
of these tribes. This third marriage form, does not influence the kinship 
terminologies (see Fig. 3, p. 23) which reflect simple elementary or- 
ganization based on bilateral cross-cousin marriage. 

Conflict and ambiguity mark what seems to be a transition from patri- 
local to matrilocal residence among the 'Tupinambá', coastal Tupians of 
early colonial times whose system is reconstructed by Fernandez (1963). 

In the marriage system the Same three options are present but reversed 
in priority, sister's daughter marriage being.here the predominant form. 
The kinship terminology which Fernandez has reconstructed (see Fig. 4, 
p. 24) is highly inconsistent; patterns of bilateral cross-cousin marriage 
are combined with patterns reflecting sister's daughter marriage, while 
patterns appear in women's usage which would imply complex kinship 
organization. Even allowing that different stages may have been 
combined in the reconstruction, this terminology suggests a rapid 
transition. 

The outcome of this transitional phase is found in the 'Tupi Systems' 
(Wagley and Galváo 1946), some of which are descendants of the 
'Tupinambá' groups described. In the Tupi systems, matrilocal residence 
is established. 

Marriage preferences (a distant 'sister') irnply complex kinship 
organization, and terminology is that of a complex system. A dichotomy 
of relatives in the terminology (see Fig. 5, p. 25) probably originated 
in elementary kinship, but is absent here in the speaker's generation, 
does not govern marriage, and reverses the ,elementary formula in ad- 
jacent generations (cross-cousins function like siblings instead of like 
marriage partners of siblings). Most likely the elementary kinship 
arrangement lost its functional significante during the residence shift 
and was abandoned. 
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In  the Tupi systems the matrilocal extended family is an important 
corporate unit, and the merging of lineal and collateral relatives in 
terminology seems to depend on this. Guaraní peasants who no longer 
maintain the corporate longhouse family have restricted Guaraní terms 
to immediate family and borrowed Spanish terms for the new collateral 
categories (Service and Service 1954; see Fig. 6, p. 26). 

Another outcome of a Tupinambá-like phase is found in the Mundu- 
rucú. They are now matrilocal, but evidently have shifted from a 
patrilocal regime sometime in the last century (Murphy 1958). 

The only marriage options here are the two cross-cousins; marriage 
with a sister's daughter is specifically prohibited. By contrast, the kin- 
ship terminology (of reference, which Murphy plausibly takes to be 
more conservative than terminology of address) follows the patterns of 
sister's daughter marriage almost consistently (see Fig. 7, p. 27). 
Without separate affinal terms, it would be the terminology for a system 
of 'prescriptive oblique alliance' (Rivière 1966) except for maintaining 
a distinction between mother and father's sister's daughter. This suggests 
that the shift in residence among Mundurucú, as among Tupinarnbá, 
was accompanied by generational skewing of the marriage system. 

The Transition to Asymrnetric Alliance 

I t  is important to keep in mind that a 'sister's daughter' marriage pattern 
does not depend on the frequency of sister's daughter marriage, but on 
the relative frequency of sister's daughter and father's sister's daughter 
marriage. These choices are in competition, each implying a different 
pattern. Marriage with the mother's brother's daughter on the other 
hand is consistent with either: the position will coincide with father's 
sister's daughter when bilateral cross-cousin marriage dominates, and 
with sister's daughter when intergenerational marriage dominates 
(Rivière 1966). 

To illustrate the point, under a sister's daughter marriage pattern 
a man must relinquish his claim to a father's sister's daughter because a 
'father' will marry her; while a sister's daughter becomes available for 
him in the next generation, not properly a wife for 'sons'. The extreme 
formulation would involve a prohibition on father's sister's daughter 
marriage altogether. 

Regardless of the actual frequency of sister's daughter marriages, the 
pattern can be considered established when the only significant cross- 
cousin marriage in the system is matrilateral. Symmetry then depends 
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on the sister's daughter marriage form for exchange in the reverse 
direction. To prohibit intergenerational marriage at  this point elirninates 
the reverse exchange, and the dual system will separate into the triadic 
arrangement of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage. 

In Tupi-guaraní societies, the sister's daughter marriage pattern was 
associated with a transition to matrilocal residence. Once matrilocality 
is established, however, this marriage form becomes a disintegrative 
factor favoring endogamy of the residence unit, and will eventually be 
prohibi ted. 

The survey of Tupi-guarani kinship can be interpreted in this way. 
Patrilocal residence and bilateral cross-cousin marriage seem to represent 
the aboriginal organization. The elementary kinship order would articu- 
late with residence units (as in the Xingu tribes) which in some cases 
(like Tupi-Kawahib) could be formulated as patrilineal descent groups. 
This arrangement would be the basis for a moiety division in .groups 
like the Parintintin. 

Al1 of the matrilocal tribes seem to have shifted from patrilocality 
through a phase like that described for the Tupinambá, developing a 
sister's daughter marriage formula. in the process. With matrilocality, 
this form came to be prohibited: such a prohibition, though unknown 
in patrilocal tribes, is present for Mundurucú and Sirionó. From this 
point, three different lines of development were followed. 

Tupinambá kinship shifted to the complex forrnula of the Tupi 
systems. Mundurucú returned to bilateral cross-cousin marriage. 

The Sirionó probably continued the sister's daughter marriage prac- 
tice for some time under matrilocality as one of the mechanisms leading 
to their present band endogamy. With the eventual prohibition of this 
marriage, they followed a third course and accepted the consequence 
of an asymmetrie marriage system. 

The readjustment of their tenninology has been minimal. This 
sequence accounts for the under-differentiation of cross-relative terrns, 
which originated in a dual system. I t  also accounts for the fact that 
cross-cousin asymmetry is expressed in the terminology as a generational 
skewing, since the asymmetry of cross-cousins is historically derived from 
generational skewing in the marriage system. 

Perhaps a final inference can be drawn from the fact that lineal 
principles, whenever they are present in Tupi-guarani ideology or social 
organization, are sharply patrilineal. These principles seem to have little 
relevance for the present-day Sirionó; but it is very unlikely that they 
have ever been matrilineal. 
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The possibility of a 'prescriptive alliance' system based on sister's daugh- 
ter marriage was suggested by Rivière (1966): its terminology was 
to reflect this marriage arrangement (FZD MBD, MBD = ZD, 
FZD = M), "in conjunction with terminological equations and dis- 
tinctions indicative of lineal descent terminology, viz., F = FB +MB, 
M = MZ ts FZ, B = FBS = MZS, Z = FBD = MZD." 

There is no question that this would be the pattern generated by 
sister's daughter marriage. But in applying this model to his own ethno- 
graphic observations of the Trio, Rivière encounters the sarne problem 
that appeared in Needham's Sirionó analysis: "The Trio relationship 
terminology includes a nurnber of lineal equations but they do not have 
any definte rule of descent; they are neither patrilineal nor matrilined. 
The concept of unilineality is absent from both their social and biologicai 
notions . . ." (1969, p. 62).  The difficulty again seems to be artificial; 
none of these equations has any necessary connection with lineal descent. 
They al1 follow regardless from an ordering of genealogy around the 
element- kinship formula. 

Although the Trio are removed historicaily and geographically from 
the Tupi-guarani, the close study of sister's daughter marriage made 
by Rivière seems to offer an interesting comparison. Rivière suggests 
that the Trio are moving from bilateral cross-cousin to sister's daughter 
marriage. As he describes them (1969), sister's daughter marriage has 
strongly shaped the terminology, is only moderately common, and is 
ideally disapproved, bilaterai cross-cousin mairiage being favored. This 
suggests possibly that the Trio are already retreating from a more 
extensive practice of sister's-daughter marriage along the line taken 
by Mundumcú. 

In either case, the ambivalent regard for sister's daughter marriage 
is a part of the Trio conflict between introversion and extroversion: 
Rivière clearly associates sister's daughter marriage with the Trio ten- 
dency toward village endogamy. This endogamy is an outstanding 
feature of Trio organization. On the other hand, so far as he could 
reconstruct their former residence pattern, Rivière finds no definite 
rule of residence. A statistica1 bias toward matrilocality is a result of 
exceptional cases in which a man must find a wife from a distant group, 
in which case he must join them. But Rivière suggests that "if the 
present pattern results from a development of marriage with the sister's 
daughter, any previous system of post-marital residence must have been 
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matrilocal since a patrilocal form would have remained unaffected . . .". 
This reasoning seems to run counter to the sequence proposed here for 
the Tupi-guarani; but I think that the difference can be resolved. 

The bias toward matrilocality among the Trio results from a necessity, 
in exceptional cases, to marry a woman whose family does not release 
her. This is the Same factor which produced the Tupinambá residence 
shift. With an extreme demand for wives, the woman's father was in a 
position to demand continued residence and support from his son-in-law, 
but did not have the power to retain his sons after marriage. This situ- 
ation was dramatic among Tupinambá because of their strong patrilocal 
ideal and resistance to the father-in-law's demands (Femandez 1963). 

No change in the relative standing of women's and men's activity, 
one explanation proposed for a shift to matrilocal residence (e.g., Mur- 
dock, 1949, Murphy 1960), seems to be involved in the Tupinambá 
examples. 

I t  is conceivable that al1 these changes can be understood as a response 
to collapse of the marriage system, involving, for demographic or social 
reasons, a failure of the established channels of reciprocity. Difficulty 
or uncertainty about finding a wife lay behind the Tupinambá gener- 
ation skewing, with older men pressing claims to younger women, and 
behind their specific arrangements to guarantee a sister's daughter in 
marriage. In this situation, the shift toward matrilocal residence in the 
Tupian sequence and the development of endogamy among the Sirionó 
and the Trio have something in common: both represent a failure to 
release women in marriage because none are expected in their place. 

Sister's daughter marriage seems to have become a dominant pattern 
of South American societies in response to disorganization, which may 
explain its transience. In proposing the system, Rivière (1966) remarks 
that there is no fully operating ethnographic example. 

I t  is questionable whether this kind of development could have oc- 
curred under aboriginal conditions, or without the drastic depopulation 
and displacement described for the Trio (Rivière 1969) and the early 
Tupinambá (Wagley 1951). I t  may be that a similar sequence was 
involved in other cases as well, like the patrilineal/matrilocal Akwé- 
Shavante society studied by Maybury-Lewis (1967). This would mean, 
just as S e ~ i c e  suggested (1962), that European contact is responsible 
for much of the diversity now characteristic of social structure in tropical 
South America. 

Department of Anthropology 
State University of New York at Stony Brook 
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DENOTATA (Holmberg, 1950, p. 132) 

Rearranged by reciprocal use. 

éru / ézi : edidi anóNge : anóNge 

ámi / ári : &ka nininiti : nininisi 

FF / FM : "grandson, H : W 
FMB / FMZ : granddaughter 
FFB / FFZ : Child of iephew/niece, yánde : yánde 
MF / MM : child of first cousin 
MMB / MMZ : once removed" 
MFB / - 
WFF / HMM : *( (child)) 
HFF / WFF : 

"potential "potential 
husband" : wife' 

wFZS : mMBD 
HB e - 
- : wz 

"old man/woman" : *( (HBW) 

&mi / 

MB / 
FMBS / 
MMZS / 
FFZS / 
MMZS / 
ZH / 
WF / 
H F  / 
FZH / 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

*( (HZH) 

FFZD 
MMBD 
HZ 
H M  
WM 

MBW 
FZ 
FMZD 
FFBD 

: akwanindu / 

: mZS / 
: mFZSS / 
: mMZDS / 
: MBSS / 
: FZDS / 
: mWB / 

mZD 
mFZSD 
mMZDD 
MBSD 
FZDD 
wBW 

* Terms misplaced in list (Needham 1961 ). 
** Probable error in list. 

FIGURE 2 
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niwá ,,iwat{ d escripti.ve 
t e rrns 

I I I 
terrns 

I. 
a O 

iteminyarnunyÚ 

FIGURE 3 

Aueti Terminology (Oberg 1953, p. 112) 

Aueti and Camayura terminologies given by Oberg reflect elementary kinship 
patterns consistent with bilaterai cross-cousin marriage. Marriage rules for both 
are bilaterai cross-cousin marriage with a secondary option of sister's daughter 
marriage. 

1. Terminology separates parallel relatives (hapai, anhE, ititiE, itewit, ataí, 
inyét, itait, itaiit) from cross-relatives (ayeyé, awaí, ipawit, niwá, niwati), 
wih no subdivision of cross-relatives. 

2. These are open systems, having a separate set of affinal terms. 

3. When cross-cousin marriage is not followed, neither system automatically 
classes cross-cousins' children with siblings' children; this is another open 
feature of the terminologies. Camayura have a special term for children 
of cross-cousins in this case; Aueti have none. 
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jeiche- a 3 jetira tutyra 

t y  

mambyra- 
kuim-bae 

tayiypy taira t.tiia yra l e t i p a n ~ ~ e m i r s c o ~  

I 

alxe tuba tuba ai ' Y Y ' ~  tutyra 
<che *y> 

n c) c) i 
je: ti($ Eru, ;ip;*a kybyra 

msmbyra- mem i- 

t e m i r r i . 0  

FIGURE 4 

Reconstructed Tupinambá Terminology (Fernandez 1963) 

Inconsistent terminology reflecting features of bilateral cross-cousin marnage, 
sister's daughter marriage, and complex kinship. 

1. Male terminology separates parallel relatives (tuba, ai, syyra, tykyra, tybyra, 
tendrya, tayrypy, taira, tatira) from cross-relatives (aixe, tutyra, jetipera, 
jaiche-membyra-kuim-bae, yra),  the pattern of an elementary system. 

2. Male terminology inconsistently applies the term jetipera to al1 three mar- 
riageable positions; prorninence of the ZD position is indicated by optional 
use of temireco (wife) from the affinal set. 

3. Male terminology includes jaiche-membyra-kuim-bae (FZD), a descriptive 
phrase, and yra (ZS), a genera1 word for 'relative'. The set is complete 
only assuming sister's daughter marriage, in which tutyra covers both 
positions (FZS = MB;  ZS = MBS) .  

4. Women's terminology does not distinguish male cross-cousins from parallel 
(both are kybyra). This alignrnent, which implies complex kinship patterns, 
foreshadows the Tupi systems. 
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CHE- 

rendy 

r a Y radjy r i y  a t  ipe  

ram iyaninó 

FIGURE 5 

A 'Tupi System': Cayua Terminology (Wagley and Galvao 1946) 

The Cayua, Tenetehara, and Tapirapé 'Tupi Systems' of kinship are similar in 
principle. These are complex systems, defining the marriageable relative as a 
distant 'sister'. 

1. No aivision of cross from parallel relatives is drawn in the speaker's gener- 
ation (rykey, rywy, rendy, rendy-mini). This is so because distance, not 
type, determines marriageability in this system. 

2. Division of relatives in adjacent generations, which presumably reflects 
roles in the corporate extended family, probably originated with elementary 
kinship, but here has no relation to the marriage system. Therefore it 
reverses the equivalence that would be expected in an elementary system, 
equating children of female cross-cousins with sisters' children (riy, atipe), 
children of male cross-cousins with brothers' children (ray, radjy). 
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taita 
A= o 

she-sy taita 
guazu I guazu 

I I 
O l t i a  t i a u  

n 
'imo primo ryky  ryke EGO ryvy ~ Y P Y Y  primo primo 

' bd sobrino 

FIGURE 6 

Guarani Peasant Terminology (Service and Service 1954) 

hd sobrino 

The corporate extended family characteristic of the Tupi Systems was absent 
among Guaraní peasants studied in the village of Tobati. Lineal and collateral 
relatives are not merged here in terrninology: nuclear family relations, to which 

' Guarani words are restricted, contrast to al1 collaterals, covered by Spanish terms. 
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dauu wanyuyu okitpit  EGO waait  weql we .I 
I okotpot 1 I 

FIGURE 7 

Mundurucú Reference Terminology (Murphy 1958) 

1. Mundurucú is an elementary system, dividing parallel-relatives (bui, aii, 
o kit pit, o kot pot, wanyuyu, we sit, o pot, o r u i t )  from cross-relatives 
(adjung djung, o djorit, dau u, we s i ) .  

2. The unusual equivalente MB = FZS, MBC = ZC correspond to the pat- 
tern of sister's daughter marriage, as diagrammed. Unnecessary in this 
pattern, the distinction between FZD and M maintains the standard form 
of elementary kinship dichotomy, retained from or restored by a system of 
cross-cousin marriage. 

3. Affinal terms, when given, are the Same as genealogical terms; this is, then, 
a prescriptive terminology reflecting sister's daughter marriage patterns in 
contrast to the present marriage system of the Mundurucú. 
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